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Live Unconventionally

Michael Poliza Experiences 
Acclaimed photographer presents 

Africa from above

The Millennial Impact
How a generation is transforming 

the luxury travel industry

Embraer leads the way 
New deals, new audiences 

and new records
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Whether you’re looking for a private jet food tour or an 
adrenaline-filled yachting expedition, here is a round up of our 
top suggestions  around the world to inspire your inner traveler

TRAVEL GEMS

PRIVATE JET FOOD TOUR OF SPAIN WITH MIMO & VICTOR

Pioneering food and travel company Mimo, whose cooking schools and gourmet shops are based in Spain and Portugal, are 
merging food and travel to create a Spanish travel experience like no other. Over the course of four days, guests can take 
the luxurious next-generation Embraer Phenom 300E via leading private jet charter marketplace Victor, or their own if 
they prefer, and visit three stunning locations: Sevilla, Mallorca and San Sebastián, choosing exactly how much time they 
spend in each. Mimo’s team of personal guides, connoisseurs of each region’s finest food cultures, will take visitors on an 
unforgettable culinary journey. On offer are a tapas tasting tour, hyper-local cooking classes, Vega Sicilia wine tasting and 
an olive oil experience that includes a visit to a rural finca, following the olive-oil making process from tree to bottle. This 
adventure is perfect for the ultimate foodie who is keen to gain a unique, deeper-than-the-average experience into Spain’s 
delicious, rural food traditions within beautiful, luxurious surroundings. mimofood.com, flyvictor.com

SCOTT DUNN’S BEAUTIFULLY CURATED 
EXPERIENTIAL TRAVEL COLLECTION

“Seriously Special – The Experiences” is the name of 
international luxury tour operator Scott Dunn’s new 
offering of travel adventures. Trips categorized under 
themes such as Sport and Adrenaline, Food and Wine, 
Wildlife and Wilderness have been collated into a stylish 
coffee table book, setting off the experience of booking 
such a trip just right. One of the standout tours includes 
a unique sailing and skiing itinerary in northern Norway 
aboard the extravagant Firebird yacht. Here, a personal 
mountain mentor will guide guests through areas off the 
beaten track to take in spectacular views of sea, snow, 
mountains and sky. A truly once-in-a-lifetime escapade, 
skiing the Norwegian Arctic Circle is an adventure 
viewed as a bucket list item by skiing enthusiasts around 
the globe. scottdunn.com

INTIMATE GROUP TOURS IN FIVE 
UNIQUE COUNTRIES BY AMPERSAND 
TRAVEL

Ampersand Travel thrives in creating luxurious, 
tailor-made journeys. For their new experiential 
travel collection launch, small groups are invited to 
“Seven Unusual Escorted Journeys,” a selection of new 
destinations ranging from medieval Irish castles to 
family-run farmhouses in South Africa. Ampersand 
Travel’s experts on the ground are renowned in the area, 
which is exactly the case for their tour of Rajasthan, 
taking place during India’s iconic festival—The Festival 
of Lights. Writer and South Asia specialist and social 
maestro Cosmo Samuel Brockway will take guests from 
Udaipur to Delhi, exploring the “Venice of the East,” 
drinking expertly mixed cocktails at the City Palace, 
sailing across Lake Pichola for a candlelit dinner and of 
course a nights stay in Delhi’s Taj Mahal Hotel.  
ampersandtravel.com

AYANA’S FIVE STAR HOTEL AND 
ACCOMPANYING PHINISI SHIP

A one-hour flight from Indonesian island Bali brings 
you to the idyllic fishing town of Labuan Bajo, where 13 
suites and 192 guest rooms inspired by light and open 
living are strategically situated within stunning views of 
the Kukusan Island. In addition to the AYANA Komodo 
Resort experience, guests can embark on a one, two 
or three-night voyage onboard the AYANA Lako di’a, a 
54-meter-long and 11-meter-wide, nine-bedroom phinisi 
ship that will explore the surrounding islands. For the 
more adventurous travelers, activities including diving, 
snorkeling, as well as a day trip on the hotel’s catamaran 
or speedboat are also recommended. ayana.com

BASE CAMP CHANNEL ISLANDS’ 
SHIP-BASED JOURNEY

For those seeking a fresh approach to luxury travel, 
look to Base Camp’s Channel Islands sailing experience. 
The four-day tour is specially designed to bring people 
together with a like-minded sense of adventure and love 
for health and well-being. The trip begins in Los Angeles 
on the National Geographic Sea Lion ship, which anchors 
at hot spots along the way, including East Anacapa Island 
to explore the area’s 60 endemic species found nowhere 
else in the world. Each day incorporates exercise classes 
to complement the day’s activities—think winding down 
with yoga or hiking amongst the Torrey pines, one of  
only two naturally occurring groves in the world. 
expeditions.com
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EXPEDITIONS


